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Student reps seek change in I.D. fee 
BY MIKE O'NEILL 
NIWI Reporter 
Student representatives on the University's 
Budget Review Board have called for restruc-
turing of the student I. D. fee as one of several 
priority requests for the 1983-1984 budget. 
dent organizations, he said, include ·the 
following: 
• Additional renovations in the University 
Center, particularly the Hearth Room. A new 
·television and other furniture are requested 
with the goal of making the Hearth Room 
more of a student lounge. 
Along with Bramer, the other student repre-
sentatives on the Board are Chip Surkamp and 
Joe Tepas. 
Bramer said, "give her more time to fulfill less 
mundane, more student-oriented duties.'' 
• A mini-bus for transportation of athletic 
teams and miscellaneous use (cost $20,000). 
The SG president explained that the: soccer, 
tennis and women's basketball teams presently 
spend $10,000 to rent transportation each year. 
The three plan on endorsing the following 
four requests already made by university 
departments: 
Student Government (SG) President Tony 
Bramer, one of the representatives, said that 
replacement of the I.D. fee with an activities 
fee would allow for a greater diversity of stu-
dent programs by providing more money for 
both Student Government and Bill Lucci, assis-
tant dean of activities. 
• Expansion of Library hours. This proposal 
is designed to accommodate those students 
who only have time to study on Friday evenings 
and Sunday mornings. 
• A camera and video player (cost: $5000) 
for Career Planning and Placement "which 
would allow students to perfect their interview 
style," Bramer said. CP & P currently borrows 
equipment from the audiovisual center, but 
the equipment is not available every time: it is 
needed. 
• An additional study room in Husman 
Hall. 
Other student proposals decided upon in 
consultation with leaders.ofXavier's major stu-
• Purchase of left-handed desks. Many other 
universities have them, Bramer said, and he 
noted that he has received many complaints 
from left-handed students. 
• An additional clerk/typist for University 
Center Director Eileen Rahe. "This would," 
The Budget Review Board has the t~k of 
matching budget requests for the coming fiscal 
year with projected income. It is composed of 
faculty and administrators as well as student 
representatives. The new fiscal year begins July 
1, 1983. 
International Week concluded with an international food and dance fest in the cafeteria Saturday night. 
Above, Latin America student dancers show their skill. Below, Tim Champion samples international fare. 
nternational Week marred by theft 
BY MARY SPRAUL 
News Editor 
Twenty-three flags of various 
countries used during the recent 
International Week were stolen 
from the outside wall of the 
University Center during the first 
day of the festivities. 
The flags were "valued at well 
over $1000," said Roderick 
Shearer, vice president and dean 
for Student Development. Some 
of the flags belonged to XU and 
the others were borrowed from 
neighboring institutions, said 
Shearer. 
The Office of Student Develop-
ment is e · · the return of 
FOOD WEEK SCHEDULE 
Sunday, November 14 
5:00 p.m.: Opening Liturgy. Bellormine Chapel. Reverend John LaRocco. 
S.J.. celebrant. 
Monday, November 15 . · 
8:30a.m.: SHARE'THE BREAD Food Drive begins. Food items will be ac-
cepted in the Bookstore. 
)0:30 o.m.-1:00 p.m.: Sign up for hunger fast in the Grill and both campus 
cafeterias. 
Noon: Ms. Paulo Young. "Environment and Ecology." University Center 
Main Lobbu. 
6:30p.m.: Dr. Stan Hedeen. "The Green -Revolution." Terrace Room. 
Tuesday, November 16 
the flags, not necessarily the 
apprehension of the person or 
persons responsible. Theft of the 
flags is a felony, however, and 
Campus Police are actively sear-
ching for those involved, Shearer 
stated. 
9:00 o.m.-3:00 p.m.: Blood Drive. University Center outer lobby. , The other aspects of Jmer-
10:30 o.m.-1:00 p.m.: Sign up. for Hunger Fast continues. national Week were a tremendous 
Noon: Dr. Fobrey. "Holistic Health." University Center main lobby. success, said Hossi:in Zahir-
8:00 p.m.: MAIN SPEAKER - Dr. Gar Alperovitz. "Economics. Values. and Emami, president of the Inter-
Food." Un1versity Center Theatre. national Student Society. "It's a 
Wednesday, November 17 week open for the whole Xavier 
· Noon: "Nutrition Alternatives." Grill. community. We expose all aspects 
4:30 p.m.-6:30p.m.: Fall Harvest Dinner of Thanksgiving. both Shamrock of internationality,'' he 
cafeterias. explained. 
10:00 p.m.: Hunger ~ast kickoff - Pied Piper liturgy. Fosters and sup- Events of the week began with a 
porters welcome. (late shuttle to Sullivqn Hall). ceremony at Bellarminc: Chapel 
Thursday, November 18 emphasizing international unity 
World Fast Day/Oxfom Fast for a World Harvest and peace. Other events included 
8:00 o.m.-10:00 a.m.: Fosters' booth. University Center main lobby. the showing of two well-known 
Noon: "Fun while you fast." mo1n lobbv. films, an evening of musical en-
8:00p.m.: "Breal' the Fast" celebration: all invited. tenainment provided by various 
Friday, November 19 members of ISS, guest speaker 
Final Food Drive collections . Dr. Wassif Abboushi and a music 
9:00 p.m.: Mixer. University Center cafeteria. SHARE THE BREAD winner fest featuring three live bands. 
awarded. · The week concluded with a ''food 
Peru will benefit 
from fund drive 
BY JOHN M. I'OGARTY 
NIWI Editor 
Xavier is taking part in a drive to 
provide money and educational 
materials for Jesuit schools in Peru. 
The program's objective, accord-
ing to John Costello, S.J., is to pro-
vide aid in the form of cash dona-
tions, laboratory and technical equip-
ment to the Technical Institute .of 
Piura ' and · Saint Ignlitius · High .. 
School. 
Costello, assistant to Xavier Presi-
dent Reverend Charles Currie, S.J., 
said that Xavier's involvement in the 
program resulted largely from his af-
filiation with the Reverend John 
Foley, S.J., and the Reverend Robert 
Beckman, S.J., the rector of Xavier's 
Jesuit community. 
Fathers Foley and Beckman were 
working on assignment in Peru in the 
late 1960's. Costello met them there 
while he was performing volunteer 
work at Saint Joseph's High School. 
The three worked together at Saint 
Joseph's to obtain a physical science 
lab for student instruction. 
''The idea of having a lab was very 
new at that time . since sciences in 
Peru are mostly taught on the 
theoretical level," Costello said. 
The three later separated but Fr. 
Foley remained behind at Saint Ig-
natius High School in Piura. 
Costello has enlisted the aid of 
Campus Ministry and many Xavier 
students to assist in the drive. Seniors 
Beth Jacobs and Mary Bier are in 
charge of organizing the collection of 
money and materials for the labs. 
They are also raising money for Saint 
Ignatius High School by selling but-
tons with the school's.emblem in the 
Emblem of Saint Ignatius High 
School in Piura, Peru. 
Grill. 
The buttons originally served as 
I.D. buttons for Saint Ignatius 
students. They have been on sale on 
campus for two weeks and are also 
available in the President's office and 
the Campus Ministry office. 
"We've sold about 300 out of the 
original 1600, so we've got plenty 
left," Costello said. 
He also noted the impact of the 
program on the attitude of the 
students in Peru. 
"Most of the kids at Saint Ignatius 
know the names of the states of the · 
U.S. while they don't even know the 
geography of their own country," he 
said. ''They see the average 
American as the 'John Wayne' type. 
If they see that we are concerned and 
willing to help it will definitely boost 
their self-esteem.'' 
All proceeds and donations wil be 
sent to Loyola Academy in Chicago for 
shipment to Peru during the week of 
November 22. Loyola is conducting 
an affiliated fund drive in the Chicago 
area. 
Westmoreland to speak 
Wednesday 
General William C. Westmoreland 
will speak at Xavier Wednesday, 
November 17 at 8:00 p.m. In the 
University Center Theatre. 
Westmoreland's talk will center 
around the Vietnam War, his new 
book, A Soldier Reports, and U.S. 
military preparedness. 
Sataurday, November 20 . . fest" that hosted over 600 peo- Admission Is free with an XU I.D. 
9:00 p.m.: Food Week '82 conclus1on - Live Folk Mus1c at P1ed Piper pic, said Zahir-Emami. Non-students wiii be charged $3.00. 
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Prof's experience brings 
interesting· dimension to XU 
UV TOM SALATTO 
News Reporter 
As we look around our campus, we 
find that each individual has his or 
her own distinct and fascinating per-
sonality and background. Dr. 
Vytautas Bieliauskas is no exception. 
Bieliauskas, professor of 
psychology, came to the United 
Statesfrom Lithuania injune of 1949. 
"After the war, Lithuania was taken 
over by the U.S.S.R. I decided to con-
tinue my practice in America because 
of the opportunity of success there." 
His first year in the States, 
Bieliauskas taught at what is now 
known as King's College in Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania. "After Wilkes-
Barre I spent eight years at the Rich-
mond campus of William and Mary 
College (now Virginia Com-
monwealth University) in Virginia," 
he mentioned. "I was then offered a 
job here at Xavier in 1958 by the 
Psychology Department. I accepted, 
and in 1959 I was made Chairman of 
the department. In 1978, I retired as 
chairman and was granted an endow-
ed chair in psychology at Xavier by 
the Riley Foundation." 
Dr. Vytautas Bieliauskas 
When Bicliauskas began his work 
as chairman in 1959 the Psychology 
Department consisted of four faculty 
members. The department now has 
16 full-time faculty members and of-
fers both Bachelors and Masters 
degrees in Psychology. The depart-
ment is currently headed by Dr. Nor-
man Barrr. 
Do you have a problem waking up 
every morning? 
251·4000 
Another fine 
service from 
rs.s. 
T.S.S. has the ANSWER 
WAKE UP CALLS 
as little as $12.50 per month 
for more information call 
Bicliauskas received his Bachelors 
Degree in Lithuania at the University 
of Vilkaikis and went on to attain his 
Ph.D. at Tuebingen in West Ger-
many. "I am on my sabbatical now, 
and I just returned in. September 
from a trip back to Lithuania, where I 
taught a week's workshop to people 
who specialize in family therapy." 
The professor is no stranger 
to family life, having four vrry suc-
cessful offspring of his own. He of-
fered the following evidence: "My 
oldest son, Lians, has a Ph.D. in 
Psychology and is now practicing in 
Chicago. My daughter Aldona has a 
degree in French, and Diana has a 
Masters from the University of In-
diana in Slavic languages. My 
youngest son, Neil, is a graduate stu-
dent in Psychology here at Xavier. In 
fact, all my children graduated from 
Xavier.'' 
For the future, Bieliauskas intends 
to continue teaching psychology 
while doing some counselling and 
research. "I am currently doing 
research on standardizing the House-
Tree-Person Projective Technique, a 
personality test.'' 
Coming Soon 
:, f 
; \ \ 
\ 
in the 
next 
issue 
of your 
college 
news-
paper. 
Don't miss it! 
More than 100 colleges and universities participated in Xavier's se· 
cond annual College Fair for area high school students. The Fair took 
place last Sunday afternoon in the O'Connor Sports Center gym and 
was sponsored by Xavier's Admissions Office. 
IT PAYS TO ASK QUESTIONS. 
Low Price Coverage! 
CBt~Q CQettge/ltttg 
INSURANCE 
871-3340 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
Handy Student Needed to do Light Repair and 
Maintenance Work at Small Apartment Building· 
in Walnut Hills. 
Part Time- FREE RENT 
r--------------------------, 
'I Ill NEED IT? GET IT I RIGHTNOW! I "Quality Printing While You Wait" 
1 ' Quality printing ..• Quick service ... Quotebie priceal 
I ~- · • • • Brochures • Carbonie .. Forms • NeweleHert • t • Price Llats • Peraon1llzed Forms • Programs I I • envelope• • Manuela • Manu• 1 l!t.an- • Pemphleta •letterheada · • Folding 
' 
• Bulletins • Buslneas Cards • Booklet• 
I - ..... - • Circulars • Invitations • Collating <!> • legal Briefs • Flyera • Padding 
1
1 
Call Now for Quick Quotations on Your Printing Needs 
4574 MONTGOMERY ROAD-NORWOOD, OH 45212-631·1460 
'--~---~!!_ !!!!~t!! .!!_O_!!! ~·~!_S~_!~e!_ ~~~--- _ _J 
Franeisean 
Diseover~ 
Da~s 
A weekend for single Catholic men, 17-45, 
to explore the story of Francis of Assisi 
and the Franciscans 
December 3-5 at St. Francis Center, 
Cincinnati, OH 
For further information contact: 
Franciscan Vocation Office-(513) 825-1082. 
SPEND 
TIME 
TO SAVE 
TIME I 
Call D1p, '::'I:.Af:.,~r Weeu• 
(513) 821·2288 
Come Visit Our Center 
7719 Reading Road 
Cincinnati, OH 
45237 
Stenlrt H. Kaplan Bt .. trrhtough in Rapid Reedlrlfl 
.......................................... •. • • • , •• -----TEiiiiSiiiiTiliPiiRiiiEiiiPAiliRiiiliiiiTIIiOiiNiiSiiP.iEiiiCiiiitAiiLiiiiSiiTiiSiiSiiiiNiiiC·E·11·31------
Preliminary work has been done on the road which will link the North 
Campus and Cohen (U.S. Shoe) parking lots. 
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Parking areas to be joined 
IIY KAREN EGAN 
News Reporter 
Tentative plans have been made for the construction of 
a connecting road between the North Campus parking lot 
and the parking lot at U.S. Shoe, declared Roderick 
Shearer, vice president and dean for Student Develop-
ment. · 
Engineers who arc studying the situation have deter-
mined that the road must be slowly graded up the hill 
separating the 'pit', the lower section of North Campus, 
and the U.S. Shoe parking lot, he explained. The road will 
cut between the pit and the tennis courts to accommodate 
the slow grade. 
Shearer met with the SG Senate, which approved of 
these plans contingent on two points: that construction 
begin in the early summer and preferablv be finished 
before· the next fall semester and that th~ project stay 
within the proposed budget of $500,000. 
Included in this budget arc the installment of athletic 
f:tcilities and locker rooms on the land previously owned bj 
U.S. Shoe, Shearer mentioned, and the resurfacing of thc 
lot and the construction of the connecting road. 
Project Director James Landers and his assistant Davc 
Sackstedder have been working together with the con-
tractors in an effort to solve some of the problems en-
countered in this project. i\ great concern of Landers was 
the possibility of a washout on the hill if it rained and the 
road was built in the wrong place. 
In addition, approximately 100 parking spaces would be 
lost in the North Campus lot when part of the pit is filled 
in to form the base for the road. Shearer contends that 
although 100 may be lust in the North Campus lot, "500 
or more would be gained in the U.S. Shoe lot." 
Due to the amount of earth to be moved and the exten-
sive construction procedures, the cost may become too 
great to proceed with the plans, Shearer added. The final 
decision will be made by the Reverend Charles Currie, 
S.)., when the engineers complete their study. 
Complaints follow Homecoming 
BY LIZ THOLE 
News Reporter 
Despite the success of this year's 
Homecoming Dance, many com-
plaints by the students and Student 
Government (SG) arose concerning 
how the dance was run. 
According to Tony Bramer, Stu-
dent Government president, many 
students were disappoi med by the 
small number of tickets available. He 
said that the original 225 Homecom-
ing tickets were sold out by the Tues-
day before the dance, and a waiting 
list was posted. 
However, most of the students on 
the waiting list were satisfied because 
Stouffer's granted permission to sell 
more tickets. 
When your folks forgot they already 
sent you spending tnonex 
11Looks like a Stroh Light night.11 
Another complaint pertained to 
the location of the dance. Many felt 
that the dance should have been held 
somewhere other than Stouffer's 
because of the Nestle boycott. 
Bramer stated, however, that SG ac-
tually had no say in the location for 
the dance because Homecoming has. 
traditionally been an alumni affair. 
Each year, the alumni chose 
Stouffer's because it is virtually the 
only place that can accommodate 
such a large crowd at an affordable 
price. 
Bramer noted that SG would have 
liked a larger part in planning the 
dance, since many of the major deci-
sions were made by the alumni 
without consulting SG. 
On that rare occasion, when you 
find yourself with extra money, treat 
yourself and your friends to a night 
you'll remember. A Stroh Light night. 
Stroh Light is the great-tasting beer 
that doesn't fill you up. 
· ..... 
The truth is, whether you've 
gotten surprise money or not, for 
great times, Stroh Light is always 
a good investment. 
"Looks like a 
Stroh Ught night:' 
The contract with Stouffer's, for · 
example, contained extra expenses of 
which Student Government was not 
notified, such as baskets of pretzels 
and potato chips for each table. 
These baskets, Bramer said, cost SG 
an extra five dollars each. 
Also, the stage for the students' 
band was cut down in size to add to 
the alumni's band's stage. This was 
done without notifying SG and caus-
ed a great inconvenience for the 
students' band, Bramer mentioned. 
Furthermore, the music in the stu-
dent Homecoming started later than 
planned, because the students' band 
was not able to set up until after the 
alumni dinner in the Bronze Room. 
For next year, SG is recommending 
that two students be part of the 
decision-making process at all times, 
Bramer said. 
I. 
IF NOT SHARED! 
SHARE SOME OF 
YOURS TODAY 
Representatives from the 
Hoxworth Blood Center will 
be in the University Center 
Lobby this Tuesday to receive 
blood from donors. 
Sign up to donate by calling 
the Pied Piper at x3365 or 
Campus Ministry at x320 1. 
TYPING SERVICE 
No job too big or small. 
Word Processor 
Variety of types 
Fast Service · Low Rates 
Call542~6739. Ask .fo.r Pat. 
Cornrnen tary 
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Promises, promises 
Xavier students elected Tony Bramer, Lou Velasco, and Jack Donaldson as the presi-
dent and vice presidents of Student Government (SG) last spring by a 59-41 percent 
margi.n. The trio's platform ~as the customary mix of innovative and not-so-innovative 
promtses. 
Seven months later and almost halfway through the school rear, it is time to evaluate 
the slate's performance. The following is a brief summary of Dramer/Velasco/Donald-
son major campaign promises and a description of what action, if any, has been taken on 
each. 
·Monthly mixers in which SG picks up the cost of the band and allows a co-
sponsoring club to keep the profits: three such mixers have been held, in conjunction 
with the senior class, the junior class and the International Student Society with the 
Black Student Association. 
_ "Opening the Grill on weekend nights: a contract is under negotiation with 
Shamrock Food service . 
• Purchase of a large-screen TV and videocassette machine for the Grill: after many 
delays, the Film Committee plans to have it installed by Friday, November 19. 
*Charter bus to Florida for Spring Break: nothing yet, for obvious reasons. 
·Purchase tickets to Reds' and Bengals' games and sell them to students at a discount: 
done only once last spring - also for obvious reasons. 
·Publish a student master calender of SG events at the beginning of the year: none. 
*Expand Co-op Store: Co-op Store was eliminated due to lack of interest. 
·Charter transportation during breaks to major metropolitan areas from which Xavier 
draws students: none. 
*Open additional parking space at U.S. Shoe; accomplished. 
·Publish a general booklet of retail and food establishments and entertainment 
around Xavier: in Student Directory, which is out this week. 
·Put ice machines in dorms: postponed due to deficit in SG budget last year. 
*Run shuttle from Edgecliff before and after major SG events on main campus: 
accomplished. 
• Additional entrance/exit in North Campus Parking Lot: partially accomplished. The 
road between the North Lot and U.S. Shoe will provide a second entrance/exit. 
• Propose changing the grading scale to include grade points at half increments: the 
suggestion has been made, but the administration is skeptical of its feasibility. 
*Increase student input on the University Budget Review Board: reversing a decision 
made by his predecessor, the Reverend Charles Currie, S.j., has appointed a student to 
the Budget Review Board's Executive Committee. 
As the list shows, the SG leaders have done a fairly good job of delivering on their 
campaign promises. 
What every student must now ask him, or her, self, however, is, "Are these things 
really important to me?" If the answer is yes, all is well and good. If the answer is no, 
students had better start communicating their disagreement to their senators and the SG 
leadership. 
Ads that nauseate 'em 
BY MARY REILLY 
Guest Columnist 
Ads. We see them all the time. More precise-
ly, our eyes view them, but in truth, we never 
really pay them any attention. If we did, we 
couldn't help but notice how they're reaching 
ever-greater heights of inanity. 
Pity the poor 1V producers. It must be ter-
ribly difficult to maintain the serious tone of a 
drama when it is constantly interrupted by 
bears and rabbits dashing about in golf carts or 
singing about a particular brand of bear food. 
Or pity the poor viewer watching a par-
ticularly sensitive scene from Hill Street Blues. 
Suddenly, he's hit with those disgusting scrub-
bing bubbles as they go screaming shrilly down 
the drain. 
Or how about those monster roaches plot-
ting a coup against a can of Raid? It's sadistical-
ly lovely to sec those buggers get it, but let's 
face it, Hill Street has lost its magic. 
Though animated creepy crawlies are 
irksome, cosmetk ads are downright insulting. 
Madison Avenue tries to tell us that, if we in-
vest a diamond mine into buying some fruit-
enriched shampoo or hair spray, we can then 
wrestle panthers or leap tall bar stools in a 
single bound without displacing a single, blow-
dried curl. 
Hah! Everyone knows that, in real life, one 
good, stiff breeze will blast a $40.00 perm into 
oblivion. 
Of course, there are plenty of commercials 
that are just plain obnoxious. How about the 
typical aii-Amerkan family with its 2. 5 chil-
dren smiling around the breakfast table as the 
rising sun streams through the lacy, yellow cur-
tains? (Let us not forget the shaggy horse of a 
dog also sitting in his own chair.) 
The X.attier News it published weekly throuahout the 
school ye.ar, eacept durina v.aclltion lind eums, by the 
studl!nts of llllvier Univenity, 3800 Victory Pkwy. Cin-
cinnllti, Ohio 45207. ' 
The stlltements lind opinions of the Xnier News lire 
not necesurily those of the student body, fllcully or ad-
minisfrlllion of kll\lier. Stiltements ilnd opinions of col-
umnists do not necess•rily reflect those of the editors. 
Yellrly subscription r.ates are 57.00 within the U.S.A. 
Subscription ilnd ildvertisina inquire• •hould be directed 
to Mike Silnten, Business Milni111er (513-745·3607). 
Entered .as third class m.Uter al the U.S. Post Office 
under permit number 1275. 
First of all, what true-to-life family manages 
to have breakfast at the same time in the morn-
ing? Second, what family, having gotten up at 
sunrise, smiles? 
Then, suddenly, they burst into song a Ia the 
Family von Trapp about the virtues of their 
brand of cereal as a forty-piece symphony or-
chestra joins in from behind the refrigerator. 
(Better yet, the dog sings soprano.) 
Print ads are not far behind television when 
it comes to bizarre advertisements. How about 
those magazine ads for furniture, curtains and 
other sundry household items that depict the 
ultra-tidy, supposedly representative American 
home. 
In the real American home, people can get 
lost for years in the overgrowth of the closet. 
Old family skeletons - of intrepid ancestors 
who braved the maze - are literally found in 
the closet. 
In the real home, things breed among the 
dust balls under the bed. Strange noises 
emanate from the mounds of discarded junk as 
they ebb and flow with a soupy life of their 
own down in the basement. · 
Of course, it's only fair to admit that every-
one has some son of favorite ad. For some un-
fathomable reason, people worship those cat 
commercials. You know the ones- the ads in 
which the cats sing, dance, write novels and do 
everything shon of constructing nuclear 
devices. Those cats are so amazingly clever that 
they've signed with Charleston Heston to do a 
new movie, Planet of the Cats. 
Mary Reilly is a sophomore Communication 
Arts major. 
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Need, greed and guilt 
The younger generation has always held the 
prerogative of infuriating its elders by loudly 
denouncing their traditional values. Ten years 
ago, youth shouted revolutionary slogans and 
started riots. 
Today, it is socialists who are hopelessly 
bourgeois, and young libertarian writers, 
smirking impertinently, lampoon their 
sacrosanct institutions. As always, the 
establishment lags behind. 
Youth is always quick to spot contradictions 
in the estabished order. I used to be no dif-
ferent, being a firm believer in ''economic 
democracy" as the only system compatible 
with man's rights. 
Right Reason 
By Paul St. F. Blair 
I had this. naj·ve view that the right to life 
me~nt the ngh~ to demand the provision of 
~astc needs. I. ~Jd not know that rights do not 
1mpo~e positive social obligations, only 
negauve ones. 
As. a principle, such a view must be applied 
conmtently. As long as anyone in the world is 
in need, his rights are being violated. Obvious-
ly, a world government would have to be set up 
to oversee the distribution of wealth. 
After some research, I found that world in-
come per person averages $4 per day. This is 
~ot enough .to provide for the production and 
mformed dJsmbution of food, dean water, 
energy, textiles, buildi.ng materials, and health 
care. 
Production has to be increased. ''To each ac-
cordin~ to his need" presupposes "from each 
accordmg to his ability." 
Su~h a conclusion is necessary from the 
prem1ses. One can't compromise one's basic 
principle. 
Eventually, I began to see what I was doing. 
Everyone would get more or less the same in-
come, but the most productive would have to. 
work the hardest. . 
The system rewarded being needy. The 
irresponsible would reproduce at great rates to 
claim more family income. Production plum-
mets. Everyone is equally poor. 
Anyone looking for evidence will find it in 
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C~§lck, Lznda De~nl' •. Pam Downing, karen Egan, 
Cn~t.~ ful~• •. Davzd kzefl, Bill Kronenberger, kelly 
the alcoholism, overpopulation, and food shor· 
tages of communist states. Communism is bad 
philosophy. There is no way to successfully im· 
plement any kind of socialist system. 
Wealth, I learned, is the result of human 
production. Capital is human labor saved in-
stead of spent. Both are the result of using 
natural resources to satisfy needs. They do not 
consist in the resources themselves. 
Further, I discovered an important law. Peo· 
pie produce in order to consume. If one wants 
something, one must have something to trade 
for it. This is the reason people produce 
wealth. People do not produce, in general, for 
the "common good," or out of,selfless love. 
By divorcing production from consumption, 
my theory of justice made the consumer 
ultimately selfish. He was not grateful for gifts; 
he demanded them of his slave, the producer. 
Socialism, seeking to avoid the motive of self. 
interest, promotes a greedy selfishness in the 
self-interest of none. 
After several years' reading, I found that the 
initiation of force against others or their pro-
perty was completely unnecessary for a jusr and 
prosperous society. 
Man's nature qua living does not demand 
coercion -when deprived of needs, his nature 
is to die. It matters not whether others are 
around to aid him or not (although they would 
hardly be compassionate if they didn't). 
There is nothing in his nature as social which 
demands more than voluntary association. His 
nature as a moral agent forbids coercive 
relationships. 
Jesus told his disciples to _sell everything, give 
to the !)oor, and follow him. He did not tell 
them to force others to do it. \ . 
Christ was not a social worker bent on solv-
ing the poverty problem. His instructions in-
dicate the lack of worth of material goods next 
to love of God and neighbor. 
To those who hold to my former system of 
justice, I ask: Why do you not feel guilty? How 
can you own a home, drive a car, send your 
children to private school, or own so much as a 
radio while there is famine in Africa? 
This is the guilt trip of such a system of 
justice. 
Paul Blair, is an HAB!Physics major and a 
student ofphilosophy and political economy. 
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Real Men Care 
I am coerced to confess that I have 
never read Bruce Fernstein's book 
Real Men Don't Eat Quiche. 
However, no matter what it says, I 
am quite sure that it is closer to the 
truth about Real Men than Jerry 
Schutzman is. 
While it is true that Real Men 
don't slaughter innocent babies, it is 
also true that they don't take away 
money from social programs that 
these babies need after birth to stay 
alive. 
Real Men also get upset when they 
see a company promoting its infant 
formula in Third World countries 
where it has already taken the lives of 
many infants. While the company 
may not have intentionally killed 
these babies, we must not lose sight 
of the fact that the sole purpose of a 
company is to make a profit. 
It is nice, and perhaps somewhat 
logical ways possible. 
One way is stopping crimes at the 
source. In the case of armed robbery 
and murder this can be accomplished 
by gun control. When such measures 
are strictly enforced, which is indeed 
very possible, some lives can be 
saved, and this must be paramount 
over the arbitrary whims of people 
who get their kicks by firing pistols. 
Arguments for a nuclear freeze arc 
so clear and tenable that opposing 
arguments should not even be digni-
Ronald Reagan's 
philosophy was 
rejected last Tuesday, 
argues William Ryan. 
naive, to think that the value of a life fied: However, Real Men realize the 
is more than money to most com- incredible potential for holocaust 
panics, bur I have not seen any · man his within his grasp. 
refunds given out. It is all too much Since it is man that has introduced 
proof that unregulated capitalism this menace to the Earth, it is man 
will be motivated by uniquely evil in-- ... that must bear the responsibility for 
stincts, namely greed, which will eliminating it. A mutually verifiable 
always have a malevolent aftermath. freeze would not leave either country 
Surely Real Men realize that the in a subordinate position. If one 
rights of a victim must be respected, country broke the treaty or did not 
but Real Men also realize that society sign it, the restrictions would not 
has an obligation ro protect its apply. 
citizenry in the most effective and Indeed, the 'use of preposterous, 
Rights and Life 
In the wake of "c'alter Williams' 
lay sermon based on the gospel of 
Mammon came Paul St. F. Blair's 
follow-up, "Blather and Bombast" 
(Xavier News, 10/28/ 82). One possi-
ble response to Blair's column is to 
rake it as a satire in the manner of 
Swift's "A Modest Proposal," but 
the author's previous columns suggest 
that it is serious in intent. 
A thorough critique of Blair's col-
umn would require at least a full 
page of the News, so I'll content 
myself with merely pointing out 
some fundamental flaws. 
Blair believes that Williams' "You 
keep what you produce, and I keep 
what I produce" provides a "prac-
tical and consistent basis for a system 
of justice." This principle has possi-
bilities only if "produce" is under-
stood in a strict sense of actually 
generating wealth by personal labor 
or maKing some -equivalent contri-
bution to society (rather than in the 
loose sense of establishing a legal 
claim to wealth) and if everyone has a 
reasonable opportunity to be pro-
ductive. But no one with eyes to see 
International Week Thanks 
We, the Executive Committee, on 
behalf of the International Student 
Society, would like to thank all peo-
ple and organizations on campus who 
helped us and supported us to make 
would regard the possession of wealth 
as a yardstick of productivity, and, in 
our economic system, with the 
earth's resources concentrated in the 
hands of some, a reasonable oppor-
tunity to be productive is not avail-
able to all. 
Blair goes on to say, 
If someone is starving, chanty 
may demand that one give him 
some food, but justice does not 
allow anyone to force one to yield 
it. As long as one is not the cause 
of the other's poverty, one's 
property right is absolute. 
It might be noted in passing that, if 
property rights were absolute, it 
would be virtually impossible to 
build railroads or expressways, to 
rebuild cities, or to keep auto grave-
yards our of residential areas. But 
there is a much more serious objec-
tion to be made. One must infer 
from Blair's argument that the right 
to property supercedes the right to 
life. Since the value of property as 
property is its usefulness to the liv-
ing, the primacy of the right to pro-
perty is untenable. 
International Week a major success. 
Furthermore, we thank the ad-
ministration for their encouragement 
and support for this event and com-
ing events in the future. 
Hossein Zahir-Emami 
I.S.S. President 
McCarthyite type statements such as 
"Disarming the free world" and 
leaving it open to '·'the ruthless 
Soviet dictatorship,'' is the type of 
paranoia that will lead to the usc of 
nuclear weapons. The control of 
these weapons is the most over-
shadowing issue facing society today. 
To say abortion is worse is ludi-
crous, as there will be nothing to 
abort after a nuclear war. World 
leaders must protect the citizens of 
Earth from the type of right-wing 
propaganda thaL Mr. Shutzman 
displays. 
Finally, a week ago, Real People 
voted in this country and their 
message was very clear. Reaganomics 
is not working. The course must be 
severely altered, if not totally erad-
icated and replaced by a new, 
reasonable, contemporary philo-
sophy. 
Real people realize that some fifty 
years ago it took a Democrat named 
Roosevelt to straighten this country 
out from the wrongs of three 
preceding Republican presidents. His 
plan began to work in the first year. 
Mr. Reagan's has not even begun to 
work in two and nor will it. In 1984, 
Real People will send out another 
decision calling for Mr. Reagan's dis-
missal. 
William E. Ryan 
Finally, in the Judaic-Christian 
tradition, Blair's position is theologi-
cally unacceptable. St. Paul, echoing 
the psalmist, writes, "The earth is 
the Lord's, and the fullness thereof." 
The fullness of God's creation is for 
the whole of mankind, not just for 
those skilled at its acquisition. The 
right to own can only be the right to 
exercise stewardship. It is as hard for 
a rich man to get to heaven as it is for 
a camel to pass through the eye of a 
needle-not because the rich are 
morally inferior to ·the poor-but 
because their burden of stewardship 
is awesome and the temptaion to ex-
ploit this trust in their own self-
interest is hard to resist. Though a 
system of private ownership seems 
more conducive to personal freedom 
and to productivity than does a 
socialist economy, abuses will inevi-
tably occur, and thus the enforcing of 
responsible stewardship is a proper-
even a necessary - function of our 
elened governments. 
Joseph H. Wessling 
Associate frofessor of Englisli 
Faculty soccer 
applauded 
I would like to publicly thank 
those individuals who made the exis-
tence of a faculty soccer team within 
the Intramural league both possible 
and pleasurable. 
Although there were many who 
contriburc:d to our "success" a few 
individuals I feel should be singled 
out: Sheila Connelly was instru-
mental in facilitating our entrance in-
to the league; Dr. John Minahan and 
Dr. Clint Schenzer combined talems 
to enable the team to be at least 
aesthetically impressive; Dr. Marcia 
Ruwe held down the most demand-
ing job of organizing us both on and 
off the field; and Dr. David Hell-
kamp, out of necessity, made enough 
saves to always keep the game inter-
esting. 
Most of all, I would like to thank 
our extremely enthusiastic, loyal and 
vocal cheering section that followed 
us every game. 
Tom Ha.f.es .. 
Dept. of,~arketang 
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UPDATE 
COMMIITEE POSJnONS 
Anyone interested in joining an SG committee please contact the SG 
office at x3560 or submit a resume. 
ENJOY THE ARTS 
The Fine Ans committee is sponsoring an ''Enjoy the Arts'' drive -
a student membership to the fine arts programs sponsored by area 
cultural institutions. Student memberships arc $19.50 and entitle 
srudems to discounted tickets and other benefits. Membership forms 
arc available in the SG office or by calling 75 1-2700. 
READING AND STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP 
A study skills workshop sponsored by Mrs. Doris S. Jackson, director 
of Devclopmcmal Programs, will be held today in the Terrace Room of 
the University Center. It is open to freshmen and tlpperclassmen and 
will be held from 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. 
ANTI-ASSAULT TECHNIQUES 
On Saturday, November 13, Debbie and Mike Gardner of the Cin-
cinnati Police Department will perform a two-hour demonstration on 
ami-assault techniques for both men and women. 
This demonstration will include tips on mental preparations against 
attackers, environmental awareness and maneuvers that can be used on 
would-be attackers. The demonstration takes place at 1:30 p.m. in the 
all-purpose room in the Sports Center. Donation is $1.00 
CARI.OS BARBOSA GUIT ARJST 
Guitarist Carlos Barbosa from 
Lima, Peru, will perform in the 
Theatre Sunday, November 14, at 
2:00 p.m. Admission is $4.00 for 
non-students and free for XU 
students. Call x3201 for more 
information. 
COFFEEHOUSE . 
The Pied Piper presents a coffee house featuring Hal Nicholas and ' 
Roy Bushman on Saturday, November 20. The coffee house is located 
in the basement of the Pied Piper and runs from 9:00p.m. until 1:00 
a.m. Feel free to drop in during that time for melodies and munchies. 
Everyone is welcome. 
RETREAT 
Campus Ministry is sponsoring an off-campus rerreat]anuary 21-23, 
1983. Anyone interested should contact Mary Beth Schriner at x3963, 
Laurie Hogan at x3967 or Joe Tito, S.J., at x3201. The deadline is 
November 10. 
GREEN REVOLUTION 
In cooperation with Food Week, the Biology Club presents ''The 
Green Revolution" by Dr. Stanley Hedeen. The talk concerns how to 
increase the harvest to feed today's and tomorrow's hungry people. It 
will be held Monday, November 1), at 6:30p.m. in Albers 105. 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Seniors can have pictures taken for the yearbook at the Executive 
Studio, 35 E. Seventh St. Call 241-4959 for an appointment. 
DIRECTORIES 
Students directories arc available in the Student Government office. 
FOOD ISSUES 
Dr. Gar Alperovitz. co-director of the National Center for Economic 
Alternatives, will speak on ''Food, Economics and Values'' on Tuesday, 
November 16, at 8:00 p.m. in the University Center Theatre. Dr. 
Alperovitz will speak in conjunction with Food Week, an annual event 
sponsored by Programs in Peace and Justice. The program will focus 
upon such issues as nutrition, campus ecology, hunger and the econ-
omics of food. 
ALL FRESHMAN AND TRANSFER STUDENTS 
The Office of Career Planning and Placement is sponsoring three 
meetings for freshmen and transfer students in the Kelley Auditorium 
of Alter Hall on the following dates: 
Wednesday, November 17, 1982; 1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m., ):00 
p.m.-6:30p.m. 
Thursday, November, 18 1982; 1:30 p.m.-3:00p.m. 
Attendance at one of these meetings is mandatory. Stop by the Career 
Planning and Placement Office, ground floor, University Center, and 
sign up for one of the above meetings. Attendance will be taken at each 
meeting. 
PIED PIPER 
Pied Piper is having a retreat on Saturday, November 20, with a 
follow-up on November 21. Call joe Klingenberger at x336~ for more 
information. 
OUTDOORS 
Xavier's Outdoor Club will be going horseback riding and hiking on 
Saturday, November 12. For reservations call Mark at 793-9368. 
EVENING UTURGIES 
Arrangements have been made to return Sull!van Hall residents to 
their dorm after Piper liturgies on Wednesday mght at 10:00 p.m. 
CAREER FORUM 
The third Forum in the Liberal Arts Alumni Career Series entitled 
"Careers for Science Majors" will be held on Friday, November 12, 
from 4:00 p.m.-5 p.m. in the Cash Room of Logan Hall. The Forum is 
open to all majors. Studcms anticipating a career in the science field are 
encouraged to au end. 
FOOD FAST 
Campus Ministry and Programs in Peace and justice arc sponsoring a 
"Fast For a World Harvest" on Thursday, November 18. Students are 
asked to give up one, two or three meals on that day and donate the 
money saved to OXFAM AMERICA, an organization to help feed the 
poor. 
Sports 
Page6 Xavier News 
Lou·isville Cardinals break 
Musketeer winning streak 
UY IJII.L t"ELI>IIAUS 
Sports Reporter 
The Louisville Cardinals whipped 
the women's volleyball team in 
straight sets 15-7. 15-10 last Tuesday 
night at the Fieldhouse. The loss 
broke a five-game winning streak for 
the Muskies and sent them reeling to 
four consecutive defeats. 
The Louisville Cardinals used 
dominating height to their advantage 
as 6' 2 11 Liz Egger connected with 11 
high-powered kills. The Cardinals 
registered four aces in the first game 
as Louisville breezed to a 15-7 
triumph. 
Xavier broke on top 2-0 in the se-
cond game. Louisville quickly 
countered with seven consecutive 
points to take command at 7-2. The 
Lady Muskies fought to get back in 
the game but were not able to sustain 
control of the serve. 
Freshman Lynn Luebbe served an 
ace to move Xavier to within two 
points at 11-9 but Louisville regained 
serve on Egger's angled spike. 
Cardinal Lisa Moore then set 5 ' I I " 
Donna Webb and 6'0" Kim 
Blackstone on two straight spikes to 
reveal the Cardinals' solid depth. 
With eight players on the Cardinal 
team that stood 5 ' 11 11 or taller, 
Xavier was outsized and bowed at 
15-10. Louisville, a division I team, 
upped its record to an impressive 
30-6. 
The same night, the Muskies con-
tended with another Division I team 
which ironically is also named the 
Sports 
Shorts 
Xavier's 6'9" sophomore forward, 
John Kelley, from Palantine, Illinois, 
fractured his left olecranon process, 
which is located in the elbow, 
Wednesday afternoon at the Muskies 
daily basketball practice. Kelley, who 
will undergo surgery on his elbow 
Tuesday morning ilt Good Samaritan 
Hospital, will be sidelined a 
minimum of eight weeks. 
The matchups are endless as one 
thinks of combining the best former 
Xavier players and the best former 
Cincinnati players on the court at the 
same time. But that's exactly what's 
going to happen Saturday, April 23 
(2:00), at Xavier's Schmidt Memorial 
Fieldhouse, when the Xavier alumni 
basketball players meet the Cincin-
nati alumni basketball players. There 
will be an admission charge. The 
game will benefit the scholarship 
programs of each university. 
Anthony Hicks, a 6-foot senior 
guard, finished 32nd in the nation in 
scoring last year and was named 
honorable mention All-American by 
The Sporting News. This year Hicks 
has the chance to become Xavier's all 
time leading scorer. He now has 
1,307 points, just 365 points away 
from Steve Thomas' all time scoring 
mark of 1, 722 points. 
A contest will start next week to 
determine when, against whom, and 
in what half Hicks will break the 
record. The prize will be tickets to 
Evansville for the MCC tournament. 
All may participate. 
The Xavier Hockey Club promises 
fun and lots of action to anyone in-
terested in joining as the Muskie icers 
begin their third season. For more in-
formation call Tom McPike, 
631-7634. 
Join Xavier University's PEP CLUB 
and help the Musketeers on to vic-
tory. It's fun and you get to meet lots 
of new friends. For more information 
call']im Haitz, x3800: ... , , .. 
Cardinals. The Ball State Cardinals 
emered the comest with a six-game 
winning streak and boasted a 26-8 
record. 
Ball State came out firing in the 
first game and rapidly developed a 
13-4 upper hand. Third year Muskic 
Cindy Riehle served five points in a 
row as Xavier staged a mild 
comeback. · 
But the well-placed sets of Karen 
Granning to hitters Dawn Parkin and 
Woody Woodhouse enabled the Car-
dinals to hang a 15-10 loss on Xavier. 
Game two appeared to be an in-
stant replay as Ball State exploded for 
a 7-0 lead. After the score reached 
11-3 the Musketeers commenced 
another uprising. Off of her own 
serve Luebbe set Riehle for the spike. 
Following a service winner by 
Luebbe, freshman Janet Kohrs sent a 
successful "dink" over the net. Sud-
denly, the. Muskies had cut the Car-
dinal lead to 14-10. 
In spite of Xavier's effort Cardinal 
senior Woodhouse jumped high 
to block a Xavier spike and g1vc 
the serve back to Ball State. Continu-
ing her heroics, Woodhouse nailed 
down the Ball State victory with an 
ace. 
"The loss of top hitter Julie 
Brickner has forced a regrouping 
period," Coach Carolyn Condit ex-
plained after the game. Freshman 
Sharon Moorman has established 
herself as a top hitter and is expected 
to fill the vacancy. 
As Xavier lost in three sets to Kent. 
State 15-7, 15-5, 15-5, Moorman had 
"her best game of her year," 
declared Condit. 
Last Thursday the Lady Musketeers 
dropped a hard-fought match to 
Mount SaintJoseph by scores of7-15, 
15-i2, 16-14, 15-11. The loss capped 
the volleyball team's four-game los-
ing streak and brings Xavier's record 
to 22-16. 
On Monday, November 17, Xavier 
meets the University of Dayton at 
7:00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse for the 
last game of the season. 
Muskie Profile 
NAME: Laura Schneider HOMETOWN: Woodlawn, Ky. 
YEAR: Senior POSTION: Hitter 
MAJOR: Mathematics SPORT: Volleyball 
Laura is the team's only senior and is expected to supply the leader-
ship this season. She is a strong attacker and is consistent as a back court 
player. Laura stabilizes the volleyball team with her uniform serving 
and passing. She was selected as part of the Division II AIAW State All-
Star Team. In her senior year at Our Lady of Providence, Laura was All-
Region and All-State. 
Xavier Intramural Notes 
Intramural "Under the Lights" championships start tomorrow at 6:00 
p.m. with the men's soccer finals between the Screwers and the Los Latinos. 
The women's football finals will begin at 7:30p.m. with 5-West playing the 
Bang-Gals. The men's finals will be at 9:00 p.m. 
All arc invited to attend. The intramural department will provide 
refreshments. (No kegs will be allowed in the stadium). 
The last call for basketball pick-up games is out and they will be played 
Monday and Tuesday at 2:00p.m.; and Wednesday and Thursday at 7:00p.m. 
of next week. This will be the last chance for all teams to enter a basketball 
tournament in the first week of December. For more information, call 
745-3209. 
The individual and duo champion for last week was john Wagner, who won 
all three tournaments held: backgammon, ping-pong and chess. The next 
tournament will be Wednesday, November 17. Sign-ups begin at 6:30p.m. 
Play startS at 7:00 p.m. All are invited to participate. 
Co-Ree Volleyball Standings 
Monday Division 
Beach Bums 
Wallbangers 
Beatles 
Bumpers 
Thursday Division 
Warriors 
Tiny Gorillas 
Slammers 
Roonies 
Bed Springs 
Excalibur 
Power Volleyball Division 
Knights 
Beach Bums 
Jovobo 
Brewers 
lSS·Playero 
Trojans 
4·0 
4·0 
0·4 
0·4 
4·0 
3·1 
2·2 
1·3 
1·3 
1·3 
3·0 
2·1 
2·1 
1·2 
1·2 
0·3 
Thursday, November 11, 1982 
Freshman Sharon Moorman is :establishing herself as an aggressive 
player, according to Coach Carolyn Condit. 
Ski Club offers fun 
BY MIKE HANDLETON 
Sports Reporter 
The Xavier Ski Club has plenty of 
plans for this coming ski season, in-
cluding trips to West Virginia and 
Vermont. Club President Barb 
Edochs said the Ski Club offers a 
great opportunity for beginners to 
learn how to ski and also provides 
accomplished skiers with the chance 
to test their skills. 
One of the best aspects of the club, 
Edochs mentioned, is that it enables 
its members to ski at group rates. 
Also, the Student Activities Budget 
Board allots the club $1200 annually 
toward the club's expenses. 
The Ski Club has arranged to make 
ski trips to Sugarcreek every Friday 
night, starting after Christmas break. 
The price for these trips ranges from 
$46 to $83, according to Edochs, 
depending on whether lessons 
and/or equipment rental is desired. 
This cost covers the entire ski season. 
The club also plans to go to 
Snowshoe, West Virginia for a three 
day trip near the end of Christmas 
break, she mentioned. The max-
imum estim~·,·d cost for this trip is 
$200. A trip to Vermont ove[ Sprin~r 
Break is also planned. 
Dues for the Ski Club are $4.00. 
This money goes toward gas for trips, 
payment of dues to the National Col-
legiate Ski Association and other 
costs. Membership in the NCSA gives 
the Ski Club access to instructional 
films and discounts. 
The club meets every Monday 
night at 7:00p.m. in the OKI room. 
New members are always welcome. 
TYPIST 
Term papers, theses, disser· 
tations, etc. Knowledge of 
publication styles. 
Electronic typewriter. 
931·4281 
TRAVEL/STUDY PROGRAMS 
Summer 1983 
Avignon, France 
Bogota, Colombia 
Strobl, Austria 
* Language, Civilization and Literature Courses in 
French, Spanish, German 
*Study in Political Science, Economics, Arts 
and Others 
Call f513J 745·3355 for information and brochure. Or mail the 
tear strip to Xavier University. College of Continuing Education, 
3800 Victory Parkway. Cincinnati. Ohio 45207-1096. 
Please send the following brochures: 
__ Avignon France 
__ Bogota. Colombia 
__ Strobl. Austria 
Your Name:----------------------
Acldres: _______________________ _ 
(Zip Code) 
Xavier University is an academic community whose doors are open 
to anyone regardless of age. sex. religion. or national or ethnic origin. 
Reg1stered Ot11o Tr~wel Agrnr eTA317 
~ . ' . . ' . :~ ..-.. -.•.-.. ----.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.. ~ ..-.-.. -.. -.. -.. -_.-.-.--~ 
En tertainrnen t 
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Artistry, history highlight Emery 
BY UOUG MOLL 
Entertainment Critic 
The Emery Galleries, located on 
Edgecliff Campus, boast a wealth in 
intriguing history and current artistic 
happenings. 
This month through November 
28, artist Lisa Line will be displaying 
her collection entitled "Pastel Pain-
tings from Life on Mount Lecont. '' 
The exhibition is free and open 
1:00-5:00 p.m., Sundays through 
Friday. 
Lisa Discepoli Line appears to be a 
quiet and meditative person, reflec-
ting the very qualities which arc pre-
scm in her work. Her pieces represent 
simplicity of form, perhaps, but also 
the beauty of simplicity. 
"I draw from what I'm around the 
most, she reflected Sunday, 
November 7, at a reception commen-
cing her works exhibition. 
What she is around the most is 
Mount Leconte, in the Great Smokey 
Mountains, where she and her hus-
band Tim manage the Piking Lodge. 
Line revealed that working at the 
lodge is her real income-supporting 
job. 
"l sell paintings only to keep them 
from piling up under the bed,'' Line 
observed with a grin. 
Line moved to Tennessee after 
graduating from Edgecliff College in 
1978. She already has had two ex-
hibitions at the University of Ten-
nessee in 1980 and 1981. 
Sister Ann Beicrsdorfer, chairpcr· 
son of the an department and direc-
tor of Emery Galleries, invited Line 
to exhibit at the Emery Galleries after 
Paul Chidlaw's display because Line's 
work depicts a certain naturalness 
which is easy to relate to, whereas 
Chidlaw's work seems to be much 
more abstract. 
"Her paintings arc very special in 
this age of high-technology. They 
convey a sense of serenity which 
makes a nice juxtaposition with the 
other artists cxh i bi ring at Emery," 
Sr. Bciersdorfer · 
The building now known as Emery 
Galleries has also served as a 
private home and a college In its 
1 01-year history. Through November 
28 the galleries are displaying the 
work of a~lst Lisa Discepoll Line. 
She also perceived a capturing 
sense of depth in Line's drawings, 
with mirrors reflecting images other-
wise not seen and windows looking 
out to more scenes. 
The structure staging the exhibi-
tion has a historical depth all its own. 
Emery Galleries gees its name from 
Thomas). Emery, Sr., who moved to 
Cincinnati in 1840 to bcgn a modest 
business of making illuminating oils. 
The company soon flourished into 
Emery Industries. 
But it was Mary Emery, wife of the 
founder's son Thomas, who gets the 
credit for the planning, building and 
decorating of the mansion. 
In choosing the site for the man-
sion, Mary Emery was influenced by 
the opinions of Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow and Charles Dickens, 
who reportedly chose the Edgecliff 
site as one of the most beautiful in 
the city. 
Mary Emery died in 1927, and in 
1935 the mansion became a college. 
The home and its furnishings was 
leased by the Sisters of Mercy for one 
year and was later purchased as the 
first administration building of the 
newly founded Our Lady of Cincin-
nati College. 
Together, the Emery estate and the 
neighboring Maxwell property com-
prised the campus for the 42 students 
in the first academic year of 
1935-1936. 
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Guido M. Dlscepoli proudly observes the pastel art scenes created by his 
granddaughter, Lisa Discepoli Line, for her exhibition, "Pastel Paintings 
from lite on Mount Leconte." 
The mansion then housed a cha-
pel, classrooms, offices and a dining 
room. In 1946, it was convened to a 
dormitory which was transferred to 
Sullivan Hall in 1964. Since then, the 
mansion has been the home of the art 
department and the first floor now 
comprises the gallery. 
Sister Be icrsdorfer, observing 
visitors to Line's art exhibit, reflected 
that there is a two-year waiting list for 
artists wishing to display their work 
there. 
''Many artists want to exhibit here 
because it is so beautiful," she said. 
Sister Beiersdorfer pointed out that 
she assembles as varied a group of ar-
tistS as possible to exhibit at the 
Galleries. Displays of ceramics, pain-
tings, drawings, crafts, weavings, 
sculptures, printmaking and student 
theses have been presented. 
Monsignor flops in 
bid for mass appeal 
BY TERRI BOEMKER 
Entert•lnment Critic 
It could have been breathlessly 
dramatic and positively heart-
wrenching. 
After all, doesn't a film entitled 
Monsignor promise to be the talc of a 
morally torn young priest, straying 
from the straight-and-narrow only to 
repent it all bitterly afterwards? The 
newspapers' movie ads would cer-
tainly lead us to believe that, but 
nothing in the movie would. 
I don't want to say Monsignor was 
unintentionally funny, bur the cou-
ple next to us left after one of the 
most "dramatic" scenes in the 
movie, whispering, "We're all 
laughed out!" 
Father Flaherty, played by 
Christopher Reeve, is a young priest 
ordained during WWII. At first, he 
is an army chaplain. But, after gun. 
ning down a number of the enemy in 
a fit of revenge, he is given a second 
chance at priestly conduct in a posi-
tion at the Vatican, in which he is 
responsible for the Church's financial 
affairs. 
Those movie ads that hint at a pas· 
sionate moral struggle within Fr. 
Flaherty are as deceitful as the good 
Father himseH, who sheds and 
recovers his priestly identity as 
thoughtlessly as his clerical clothes. 
Any moral struggle is only 
noticeable in its complete absence. 
It's true that Flaherty explains "I sin· 
ned," to describe his mass killings in· 
the war, but how morally ques-
tionable is the human response of 
self. defense? 
Besides, Fr. Flaherty handles his 
new job at the Vatican flawlessly, 
without any moral tremors of which 
the audience is made aware. As Fe. 
Flaherty reJJs Cardinal Sardoni, his 
equally unscrupulous superior, work-
ing with rhe Mafia in the black 
market simply ta.kes money out of 
criminal hands and gives it to the 
Church. How pious! 
How typical of Fr. Flaherty. At one 
point, he arrives breathlessly on the 
scene to arrange a rendezvous with 
his new-found love, grinning that 
"another happy accident" has 
brought them together. New-found 
love Clara (Genevieve Bujold) 
observes to Fr. Flaherty that "You 
seem to be accident prone.'' Their af-
fair is hardly accidental, but is 
decidedly ridiculous. Clara is a 
would-be nun who reacrs violently 
when she discovers Flaherty's true 
priestly identity. This scene tries w 
be dramatic and humorous at the 
same time, but succeeds only in be-
ing humorous. 
The double-crossings and other 
scandaJs that arise from Flaherty's 
dealings with the Mafia are too 
unbelievable to be anything but fun· 
ny. How seriously can one take a 
supposedly-hardened criminal who is 
reluctant to work with a priest, 
demanding of Varesi, Flaherty's 
boyhood friend and connection, 
"Why do you bring me this crooked 
priest?" 
The minor character of the Pope is 
the only exception in this laughably 
unprincipled group, and he comes 
across as a gentle old man, although 
he's a bit of a caricature. 
European Hair Designers 
Things go from bad to worse for 
Fr. Flaherty, and for the audience. 
The last quarter of the film takes us 
approximately twenty or 'thirty years 
into the future and answers questions 
that were never asked ... · $~£:Ze 
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Throughout it all,· Christopher 
Reeve has an incredibly expressionless 
look on his face:, as if he were as unex-
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as anyone wuld, but that's not sa)'· 
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There's a potentially good story 
hidden somewhere in Alonsignor, 
but I must have _qeen laughing wo 
hard to find it." · · 
·' 
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